Announcement of ASP Examination Waiver
by
Board of Certified Safety Professionals, Indianapolis, Indiana, USA
for the
Diploma/Certificate in Industrial Safety offered by
State Government Departments or Boards for Technical Education (D/BTE), Government of India

Whereas, the Board of Certified Safety Professionals (BCSP), in the United States, performs services leading to certifying individuals regarding their professional qualifications in safety, and the State Governments of India, Departments or Boards of Technical Education (D/BTE) perform services leading to the Diploma/Certificate in Industrial Safety; and

Whereas, the qualifications for professional competency, established by BCSP and the State Governments of India, D/BTE, involve meeting educational and professional experience standards and the ability to pass certain examinations administered by the respective bodies; and the processes and standards used by BCSP and the State Governments of India, D/BTE, have many similarities:

BCSP has reviewed the course curriculum for the Diploma/Certificate in Industrial Safety established by the Central Labor Institute (CLI), a Division of the Directorate General Factory Advice Service & Labor Institutes (DGFASLI), Government of India, and established its adequacy against the ASP requirements as per the established criteria.

Whereas the CLI course curriculum sets the standard for curriculums and examinations developed by State Governments of India, D/BTEs, and State Governments of India, D/BTE, award the Diploma/Certificate in Industrial Safety following completion of the approved course and passing of the State D/BTE examination; BCSP hereby announces that individuals who have earned the Diploma/Certificate in Industrial Safety from State Governments of India, D/BTE, remain in good standing with that body, and meet any continuing requirements will be recognized as having met the certification standards, when upon application, authentication by respective bodies, payment of fees, and meeting additional requirements, will be eligible to sit for the examination for the Certified Safety Professional® (CSP).

A person who holds the Diploma/Certificate in Industrial Safety awarded by the State Governments of India, D/BTE, and who meets the eligibility criteria of BCSP for the CSP will not be required to take the BCSP Associate Safety Professional® (ASP) Examination, but must pass the BCSP Certified Safety Professional® (CSP) Examination.

This waiver remains in effect until any further changes or communications from BCSP.

C. Christopher Patton, CSP, ASP, Board President
Board of Certified Safety Professionals
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